
 

                                          

PLATINUM skincare solution utilising 'PLASMA' technology

Platinum Program 

BU

PLASMA  is the fourth state of matter which is in the form of ionised gas state. 
When energy is applied to a gas, it separates into electrons and ions, gaining 
elctrical enegry. In natural phenomena, the appearance of plasma can be observed in 
events like auroras and lightning. Plasma care refers to non-invasive devices utilising 
plasma phenomena to evenly target surface of the skin and deep dermal layer of 
the skin.

'PLASMA'? 

PLATONING: Effectively inhibits acne causing bacteria, providing excellent anti inflammatory and antibacterial effects. It stimulates 
fibroblast cells, aiding in collagen and elastin synthesis for improving skin elasticity, lifting, and skin regeneration. Thi s treatment 
allows the product to absorb more effectively. Additionally, it suppresses melanin cells whilst exfoliating superficial layer of the skin, 
resulting in a brightening effect. 

MULTIPLA: An anti-ageing care device that utilises Fraxel plasma technology to deliver plasma energy from the epidermis to the 
dermis. It offers remarkable effects on elasticity, lifting, as well as addressing pigmentation, shrinking pores, softening a cne scars, and 
wrinkles.

SINGLEPLA: Designed to precisely target small areas such as ageing spots, freckles, as well as removing skin tags.

PLATONING + LHALA PEEL (1-Day Programme): PLATONING effectively brightens the skin tone and disinfects 
inflammatory properties. In conjunction with LHALA PEEL, it boosts the effect of improved skin tone, texture, and elasticity.

PLATONING + SINGLEPLA (1-Day Programme): PLATONING improves skin tone and texture whilst exfoliating superficial 
layer of the skin. Singlepla effectively removes warts, skin tags and moles. 

PLATONING + MULTIPLA (2 Weeks Programme): PLATONING offers brightening and acne-disinfecting effects, while 
MULTIPLA addresses concerns such as pore size, scars, elasticity, and pigmentation .

MULTIPLA + SINGLEPLA (3 Weeks Programme): The combination of MULTIPLA and SINGLEPLA offers pore tightening and 
acne scar treatment, reducing skin pigmentation, and improving skin elasticity.

PLATINUM (PLATONING + MULTIPLA + SINGLEPLA, 3 Weeks Programme): The Platinum programme introduces all 
THREE modes, offering a range of different anti-ageing effects.

PLATONING can be performed once a week, while MULTIPLA and SINGLEPLA can be scheduled every 2 -4 weeks depending on your skin 
recovery process. Post-treatment is always followed by hydration and skin cell regenerative treatment.


